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Planned & Preventive Maintenance:
Peace of mind you can depend on
We sustain life in existing structures
by maintaining the sophisticated
and dynamic systems that create
productive, high performance facility
environments.

When you think of us, think job
done, requirements surpassed.
EMCOR Services Walker-J-Walker is a
licensed HVAC maintenance service, building
automation, and retrofit contracting company
serving the greater Memphis area.

By helping to ensure optimum
system reliability, reducing
downtime and unexpected
repair costs, and providing
long-term investment protection, our preventive maintenance services give you peace
of mind, while playing a vital
role in your business success.

We have earned a reputation for providing
value to our many satisfied customers through
high-quality consulting services and efficient,
cost-effective, customized installed solutions.

We are committed to helping our clients get the most out
of their equipment and facilities for their full lifecycle, which
is why we offer comprehensive maintenance programs,
commissioning, code compliance and testing, as well as
energy retrofits, high efficiency building automation systems,
and much more. All of these services are packaged in our
innovative design-build methodology and delivered by a
team of professional technicians and certified engineers.
Add EMCOR’s financial strength and knowledge transfer
network, and you have a company that can meet your needs
from one end of the critical path to the other, no matter how
exacting the standards or rigid the specifications.

Think bottom-line performance
Walker-J-Walker offers a full range of planned
preventive maintenance services, all aimed at giving
you bottom-line value. These services include:
»  Scheduled inspections tailored to your system
and business requirements
»  Testing and timely replacement of all air filters, belts,
cleaners, oil filters, and lubricants
»  Up-to-date maintenance records, including combustion efficiency reports, technician recommendations,
refrigerant usage, and more
»  Professional engineering assistance
»  Complete and accurate repair quotes
»  Preferred customer service 24/7/365
Preventive maintenance activities like these keep your
systems running efficiently, to help ensure consistent
occupant comfort and productivity with minimal downtime
and fewer repairs. At the same time, they extend your
equipment’s life for maximum return on your facility
investment. The result is systems that support your
business instead of draining your bottom line.

Experts who keep your systems
running flawlessly—so you can concentrate
on your core business.
Our fully licensed and certified team of experts undergo
continuous training so that they are always up to
date on today’s leading-edge equipment and service
techniques. They use state-of-the-art testing, calibrating, balancing, and other tools to tune your systems for
optimum operation, reliability, and energy efficiency.
It all adds up to flawless performance, so you can
do your job without doubts, worries, or downtime.

Our Services
Mechanical Services
»  Boiler services
»  Building automation systems
»  Chiller services
»  Customized maintenance
programs (planned)
»  Cryogenic freezers
»  Fabrication
»  HVAC
»  Industrial & process piping
»  Refrigeration
»  Sheet metal
»  Temperature & process controls
»  Direct digital controls
(DDC – all major brands)

Additional Services
»  Building automation services
& integration
»  Design/Build
»  Engineering services
»  Fast-track
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Harnessing the Power of a Fortune 500® Leader
A Fortune 500® company, EMCOR Group, Inc. (NYSE: EME) is a
leader in mechanical and electrical construction, industrial and energy
infrastructure, and building services.
EMCOR specializes in planning, installing, operating, maintaining,
and protecting the sophisticated and dynamic systems that create
facility environments. This includes systems such as electrical,
mechanical, lighting, air conditioning, heating, security, fire protection,
and power generation.

Markets Served
Biotech/Healthcare
Commercial
»  High-rise
»  Office buildings/real estate
»  Retail
Entertainment/Hospitality
Manufacturing/Industrial
»  Logistics/distribution centers

With over 180 locations and approximately 33,000 skilled employees,
EMCOR works in virtually every sector of the economy for a diverse
range of businesses, organizations, and government agencies.

While You Work, Injuries Lurk. Be Vigilant!
Safety that Beats the National Average
EMCOR’s safety performance consistently remains strong year after
year with a current rate that surpasses competitors by 60-75% and
ranks 66% lower than the Bureau of Labor Statistics industry average.
(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Industry Average for Specialty Contractors NAICS 238, 2012-2017)
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